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All Systems in Synergy 

The ultimate performance goal is to have every system in the body work in synergy 

� Neurological – the brain fires movement commands 

� Myofascial – the myofascial receptors quickly react to activate the myofascial 

response with precise messaging for the required tension and force development, 

right down to the cellular level 

� Mechanical – from deep to superficial all the myofascial systems fire accordingly 

creating an accurate, effortless and perfectly executed motor pattern 

� Biochemical – at the cellular level all energy systems contribute to produce the 

optimal amount of ATP to match the precise motor demands 

 

Synergy 

� Neurological Messaging DRIVES Myofascial System responses  
� Maintain / Retain Balance 

� Efficient / Precise Movement 

� Powerful / Adaptable  Strength 

 

� Precise Mechanics to Move 
� Fluid 

� Co-ordinated 

� Efficient 

� Symmetrical 

 

� Energized for Force Production 
� Oxygen transfer 

� ATP production 

� Biochemical upgrades 

� Fibre adaptations 

� Break down – repair - rebuild 

 

Muscle Synergy 

� Maximum force production 
� Safe and efficient movement 
� Transfer training results to sport and real life 

 

Mechanical Precision = Synergy 

Force and power production maximized from the sum of all movement 
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Training Muscle Synergy 

� The goal for today is to use fundamental biomechanics to understand how 
athletes create muscle synergy 

� Once we understand how mechanics impact synergy, it becomes easy to 
observe, analyze and correct lifting technique to promote muscle synergy in 

every lift 

 

Mechanical Precision = Synergy 

� As exercise intensity increases (amount of resistance + speed of movement) so 
does athlete risk.   

� Technique is critical for athlete safety but also for athlete success.   
� Goal is to develop exercise technique so that each rep has max efficiency so 

that the neuromuscular system is trained properly and the exercise is performed 

with technical precision = better adaptation.   

� Use fundamental knowledge of mechanics to analyze exercise execution,  to 
improve technique, athlete efficiency and maintain safety  

 

Why Look at Mechanics 

� Learn to understand how to analyze strength technique to be sure it is 
mechanically correct rather than just follow the cues provided (knowledge) 

� Need to understand the “why” and the “what” to help the best athletes continue 
to improve  

 

Mass, Weight and Inertia 

� We have substance (bones, muscles, organs, tissues etc) so humans have mass.   

� Body Weight- Represents the amount of gravitational attraction between the 

athlete and the earth 

� Inertia is resistance to change (stationary-stay that way, moving - stay that way)  

� More mass = more inertia 

 

Force 

� Defn: a push or a pull that changes an athlete’s shape or motion.  Need force to 
move resistance.   

� muscle produces force 

� To overcome Inertia requires Force Production. 
� To create force we push against the earth’s surface. 

� Newton #3 action – reaction  

� Amount of GRF to absorb in sport is related to force and velocity.  
 

Types of Motion 

� Linear 
� Angular 
� General – Mix 

 

All motion in the human body is the result of bones rotating around joints = General 

 

Speed + Velocity 

� Speed  = measure how fast an athlete  is moving at an instant in time 
� Velocity is more precise  - distance over time with direction = velocity  
� Force – velocity trade off for strength.   
� More velocity = less force in concentric phase of lifts  F- V curve.  
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Momentum 

� Quantity of Momentum = mass x velocity.   
� Important in collision sport more mass or more velocity or more of both = 

more momentum to overpower opponent (weigh less = need more speed 

to gain max momentum)  

 

Acceleration and Deceleration 

� descriptors of speed, how rate of speed changes  
� Acceleration speed increases – measure of performance 
� Deceleration= speed decrease – focus for injury reduction. 

 

� Trainable factor in strength for efficiency and for safety  
 

Work, Power and Energy 

� Mechanical Work = apply force over a distance. 
� Isometric contraction no mechanical work (energy expended)  

� Power is rate of work  - how quickly work is done. 
� Many sports need power, but also power production requires lots of 

energy so limited amount in body based on energy systems.   

� Energy- defined as the capacity to do work.   
� 2 forms of mechanical energy: 

� Kinetic = motion 

� Potential – gravitational potential energy + strain energy.   

� Gravitational potential – gravity pulls on athlete.  Further they are 
from the ground (height) more gravity accelerates the fall to earth 

= more impact.  

� Strain energy = recoil stored in body.  Elastic nature of our body 
(pole vault example).   

   Impact of 2 athletes  = kinetic energy transfer one to another creates heat and sound 

and rest of kinetic energy must be absorbed by core, muscles  

 

Angular Motion 

� Bones pulling on joints via muscles creates torque and bones rotate at joints to 
create angular motion (circular).   

� Complex system of counter balance in body to produce linear motion (stabilizers, 
movers).   

� Control angular motion by lever length.   
� Rotation of entire athlete = apply force outside axis of rotation to generate 

torque = spin.   
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� Use lever length to control spin.  To generate core rotation = muscles pull on 
bones  

 

Rotary Inertia and Momentum 

� Rotary inertia and angular momentum –resist angular motion and persist angular 
motion.  

� Centripedal force keeps objects rotating.   
� Angular momentum is based on mass, distribution of mass from axis of rotation 

and velocity  

 

Technical Evaluation of an Exercise 

� Observational plan 
�  break movement into segments  

� Preparatory 
� Force production 
� Recovery or follow through 

�  Analysis (use Mechanics) 

� Error detection 

� Error correction  

 

Teaching and Training Muscle Synergy 

� Observing strength training technique can teach trainers how to identify when an 
athlete is moving in Synergy  

� Use a systematic observation plan and analysis  
� The outcome is a much deeper understanding of strength training mechanics 

which improves safety and results 

 

Exercise Analysis – Process 

Stability – evaluate the athlete set up to determine if they have a good base of support 

and if the center of gravity is correctly positioned in relation to the base of support.  A 

stable set up improves the ability to generate force. An unstable base also significantly 

reduces the amount of time and distance where force can be applied (less able to 

move the resistance) 

Maximal Force – evaluate to see if all the required muscles are being used to execute 

the exercise. The best way to determine if all muscles are being used in the motion is to 

observe motion at each of the required joints because motion occurs when muscles 

activate. 

Sequential Firing – analyze to see if all possible muscles are firing in the necessary 

sequence (in most cases from large body segments to small) and that the athlete finishes 

with high speed movement as necessary.  

Force and Velocity – look to see if the athlete is able to exert adequate force over the 

right amount of time to overcome the resistance with the right amount of velocity and 

range of motion.  The coach will observe a smooth or rhythmic motion that is well 

coordinated between body segments with strong body control if force and velocity are 

correct.  An inexperienced athlete will have awkward or disorganized movements with 

lack of body control.  As the athlete gains strength and motor programming, more force 

can be applied over a greater range of motion with total coordination. 

Direction of Force – the goal of this observation is to determine if the athlete exercise 

execution is as efficient as possible with no wasted or disorganized motion.  An 

inexperienced athlete will apply force in multiple directions and have a lot of wasted 

movement in the exercise execution.  In some cases you may see proper force being 

applied in one body segment but inefficient force being produced elsewhere.   
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Development or Control of Rotation – some exercises require that rotation be controlled 

where others require that rotation be generated with considerable force.  Depending on 

the desired outcome of the exercise, evaluating rotation can be a key factor in error 

detection.  To develop rotation the athlete must apply torque.  If rotation is desired the 

torque must be applied using considerable force and away from the axis of rotation.  If 

you observe rotation when it should not be evident in the exercise execution, look for 

action – reaction to determine where the unwanted torque is being created or where 

the weak link to control that torque exists. 

 

Muscle Synergy Practical  

� Evaluate simple to complex strength training exercises to identify muscle synergy 
� Observe  
� Correct mechanics 

 

 

Practical  

� Working with a partner (coach / athlete)  

� The coach observes the athlete complete the exercise and then follows the 

exercise analysis to ensure that the athlete is performing the exercise 

accurately / with muscle synergy 

 

Exercise #1 

Smart Toner Squat to Chest Press 

 

Exercise #2 

Smart Toner Squat to Row 

 

Exercise #3 

BOSU Rear Lunge to Single Arm Press 

 

Exercise #4 

BOSU Forward Lunge to Single Arm Row 

 

Coaches choice 

 

 

Muscle Synergy – Take Home Strategies 

� Maximum force production = sum of all parts and precise sequencing of force 
production 

� To ensure transfer to sport and real life ensure that muscles fire in sequence 
� What fires together wires together 

 

 


